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Article 22

Storm s

B L A C K

B L I Z Z A R D
by Carl Stanislaus

Farming the plains wasn't heaven
in clapboard, sod, and dugout shelters,
but 'til '35 we made a living.
Then the black blizzard engulfed the land.
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Powder-red soil drifted as high as your hat,
leaving the yucca bare below its roots.
Old suitcase farmers didn't have a prayer,
but said one anyway— to Armageddon!
They said the Farmall tractor was at fault,
and the one-way plow with its shallow furrow,
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but I think it was Hoover and voodoo farming
before Roosevelt's "New Deal" administration.
I heard this story, and I believe it's true,
how Herb Taylor lost his hairpiece
and most of his clothes
in a duster on the old Post Road!
Living wasn't living; it was just existing,
selling everything a soul could find—
even parts off the old Farmalls,
and things (it was known) we never did own!
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Some folks lit out for California,
no more tears, no drought, or dying,
or prairie, cow chip, coal for warming,
just bound for glory in their pick-up trucks.
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Now, it wasn't paradise out in the West;
and if there was a lesson to be learned,
it's in farming— plow as deep as you can
and take more pride in your chosen land.3
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